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ABSTRACT

. . ber ofKorean women have migrated overseas to
Since the early 1990s, an mcreasl;g num d t Over this time Australia has become one
find work in the entertamment an sex tn us ry. lores recent patterns ofmigration
of the key destinations for these women
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may contrl ute to mtgra 10 d I in their decision to be financial, that IS the
sex industry. With the prtmary f~~::i~flu:~al~actors are related to the global trend of
capacity to earn more money, 0 . d internationalisation ofKorean culture,
internationalisation ofem~loyment; the zr:::r~:s~ent. the use of an effective means of
established networks of mte~natl~na~~e~' ;ustrdlian immigration laws; the relatively
recruitment; economic conditions m. 0 '. ration of the sex industry; and the
more constraining Korean legal regime governmg ope
demand in Australia.

1. INTRODUCTION

. . ber of Korean women have migrated overseas to
Since the early 1990s, an ment and snm;nd tr Over this time Australia has become one
find work in the entertamment an sex m ien y'Investi ations by government and law
of the key destll~atl~ns for theS\ worn th~t a sign~cant number of Korean nationals
enforcement agencies m Australia 0 serve . . s in Australia The Attorney
have worked, both lawfully and unlawfu~IY, m th~ s:a~~~u2~4 and 31 M~rch 2007, 530
General's Department confirmed ~at, I etwn:~; in the sex industry in Australia and 135
Korean nationals were found wor mg. aw I f Ily in the same industry (e-mail

. I found workmg un aw u . .
Korean nationa s were rt n non-Australian citizens workmg m the

. ti 2007) A government repo 0 . ., tho
commumca IOn,. . d i 2004/05 shows that the top nationality m IS
sex industry over a twelve-month pe~1O ~:tional Audit Office, 2006, 75). The record also
category was South Koreans (AustrHalIa~ the most favoured visa class for thes.e.··

'" ki H I"day (W ) visas were ...
shows that "or mg 0 I . t f the 244 cases identified). In th~
Korean sex workers (208 holdi:;:(H vI~o~iS~holders were encountered workin..
financial year 2004-05, 222 Sou orean. fi d in New South Wales. In tli
lawfully in the Australian sSex Ith'ndKustr

y, ~~ ~i:a ~:ers were found working lawfull
financial year 200312004, 63 ou. orean ..
in the sex industry, with 52 found m NSW (ANAO, 2006). .

working in the Australian s
Despite the growing. num?er ~~~~r~~~h:i~~:rk very little is known aboutt

industry, due. to t?e o~en stI~~at:~;d d work in Australi~. This research explores rec
nature of their ml~ratlOn or t eir I e an . Australia and their experience of workin
patterns of ~mgratlOn ~f Kor:an ;~:e~n~~~try. Specifically, it identifies key "pull"
the Australian enftertammt.en flan

ow
of Korean women to Australia and explores

"push" factors 0 mlgra Ion . .. .
aspects of their living and working conditions m Australia.
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2. METHODOLOGY

The paper is the result of analysis of data related to Korea women working in the
entertainment and sex industry in Australia collected between February 2007 and April
2008. It is based on three distinct forms of information: (i) quantitative information
derived from survey questionnaires answered by 21 Korean women who worked or have
been working in the entertainment and sex industry in Australia, (ii) qualitative
information derived from in-depth interviews with 21Korean women, (iii) data collected
from interviews and written communications with 13 informants government/non
government organisations and the industry, which had extensive knowledge about and
experience of working with Korean sex workers in Australia. Relevant secondary source
materials, including articles in the Korean and Australian media, academic publications
and government and NGO reports, were also used.

Due to the nature of the work the women did, gaining access to Korean women
working in the entertainment and sex industry in Australia was not easy. Two strategies
were used to allow the researcher to approach potential interview participants. Firstly,
organisations that were supposed to have a high level of contact with sex workers in
Australia were contacted and asked to help with the recruitment of potential interview
participants. They were asked to make initial contact with potential interviewees, using
their established contact with Korean workers. Some organisations agreed to distribute
leaflets to their Korean service users requesting participants. Korean cemmunity
organisations were also used as a contact point to Korean women.. Secondly,
advertisements on community papers and internet websites were used to approach a
broader group of Korean women working in Australia. As a result, a small number of
women responded to the leaflet and advertisements and agreed to participate in the
interviews. Snowballing methods were also employed with each interviewee being asked
if they could suggest other potential interviewees at the end of the interview.

3. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

The women interviewed worked in a range of workplaces including karaoke bars, room
salons (hostess bars), massage parlours and brothels. Each type of establishments had
different sets of working hours and conditions. They were willing participants in the
industry and many were lured by job advertisements, readily available on the internet,
which often exaggerated the benefits of a move into the industry. Also despite their legal
status (the majority had a working holiday visa that allowed them to work up to 20 hours a
week), they were, in many cases and to different extents, victims of deception,
exploitation, control and illegal activities. They were often vulnerable to verbal abuse and
other controlling behaviour by their brothel owners, mangers, and/or madams which were
often enforced through a long list of house rules related to being late, absent or quitting
without due notice. These rules were often subject to changes at employers' discretion.
More than half the women felt that they were deceived about their eventual working
onditions and found their working conditions to be either worse or much worse than what
ey expected or heard. This was particularly the case among karaoke and room salon
orkers, Even though it was not directly 'sex work', being unknown to most outside the
Rrean community, including Australian service providers and authorities, their work
Hally had a sexual aspect. To outsiders operators generally inferred that they were only

ected to provide routine waitress style services. This had the effect of making
entially invisible in the Australia labour market. With most officials unaware of their
) role these workers fell outside existing legal structures, and in this study we found
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Editor's Notes

This book contains the proceedings of the 6th Biennial Korean Studies Association of
Australasia (KSAA) Conference: Global Korea: Old and New, held at the University of
Sydney 9-10 July 2009. After its establishment in 1994, the KSSA launched its first
conference in 1999 at the University of New South Wales, Sydney. As a result, this event
marks a decade since the founding of the KSAA Conference, commemorated by the return
of the conference to its city of origin.

The theme of the conference, Global Korea: Old and New, was chosen to reflect not only
various issues related to globalisation and the current development of 'new' Korea but
also to meet the demand for academic investigation of how 'old' Korea related to the rest
of the world.

As you know, recently the Republic of Korea has been dramatically transformed by
modernity and faced many challenges associated with such change. The majority of papers
presented at the Conference, which appear in this volume, concern issues associated with
globalism, as well as topics that delve into both old and contemporary Korea. Some papers
examine global Korea from past perspectives, while others advance .a vision and
philosophy for the future based on Korea's currentsituation.:~ ..

Thanks to the initiative of our first KSAA Conference organiser, Dr Chung-Sok Suh of the
UNSW, this Conference has a valued tradition of not only requiring presenters to submit
full papers to the conference organiser but also of offering them the opportunity to submit
their papers for publication in the proceedings prior to the Conference. The five previously
published proceedings have advanced Korean studies and provided a strong academic
foundation for future research. All the proceedings represent the time, effort and
intellectual rigor of experts who cherish Korea and Korean studies, and establish a strong
benchmark for additional academic scholarship. Since the 5th Biennial KSAA Conference,
held at the Curtin University of Technology in Perth under the guidance of Dr Kyu Suk
Shin, conference organizers have produced refereed conference papers that have been
gublished in the form of Conference proceedings. This makes the Conference more
yaluable to academics and researchers worldwide since refereed conference papers have
the same standing as papers published in professional journals.

rpllis time, 32 papers underwent the review process at the request of authors. The double
lil1d peer review process began in late April. Each paper was sent to two referees in the

I?; without information on the author's identity. Referee comments were relayed to the
~lllors. The authors of the 20 papers selected for publication then made appropriate
Yi$ions or corrections to reflect issues raised by the referees. Final versions appear in

"on I: Refereed Papers. Section 2 contains 26 non-refereed papers and other material
:~~llted at the Conference. In each section, papers are listed in alphabetical order based
l~~field of study and the author's name.

los addressed by the papers in this volume include:

lltbropology: There is an intriguing paper on an aspect of old Korea: an
~Ilthropological and archaeological study of the relationship between early
Mongols and ancient Koreans.

lstory: Two papers discuss modernity in Korean art since the late Chason
nasty.
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